**Hours:** Hours vary according to library location and change throughout the semester.

**Expert staff:** Our librarians specialize in a range of disciplines and offer tailored, in-depth guidance for conducting research.

**CLIO:** Search articles, books, databases, e-resources, geospatial datasets, and Academic Commons via the online catalog.

**Alumni:** Lifetime benefits include discounted borrowing privileges and access to library spaces and select e-resources.

**Academic Commons:** A freely accessible digital repository for research and scholarship produced at Columbia University and its affiliate institutions.

**Workshops:** Learn about methods and software and access online tutorials, like Lynda.com, for free.

**Requesting resources:** Request articles, books, and other research materials that aren’t available at Columbia from partner institutions and libraries.

**Ask a Librarian:** Chat with our staff online for help with reference and research.

**Library Information Office:** Visit the Library Information Office in the lobby of Butler Library with questions about fees and fines, IDs, and library access and privileges.